We are very proud and excited to announce the cast of “The Sound of Music”. The amount of
talent that came out to audition was overwhelming! Thanks to all who auditioned, we have the
makings of a truly impressive production!

In order to cast a show correctly and in a professional manner, the only factors taken into
account are the individual auditions seen on the days of auditions and callbacks. The
production staff absolutely does NOT cast a show based on who is most involved in the
choral/music/drama program, whose parents volunteer the most, or who has "seniority".
Instead, we view all the individual auditions; vocal, movement, and especially acting. The
auditioners who best fit the featured roles based on what they showed us during their
auditions are then cast in those roles. The cast members who receive featured roles are not
"better" or "more talented" than others, they simply fit these specific roles. Those receiving an
ensemble role are not "less talented" nor have they any reason to be disappointed. The
ensemble in this show (as in any show) needs to be comprised of skilled, talented actors who
will be essential in making this production come to life!

Scripts will be passed out throughout the rest of this week. Our first full cast rehearsal will be
the script read-through on Monday, January 29th @ 3:30 in the choir room. Ensemble music
will be passed out at that time, as well as the rehearsal calendar.

We expect all students and parents to understand this process and accept any disappointment
with grace and maturity. We also expect that students come to the rehearsal process with a
positive and motivated attitude. Every single one of us will be essential in bringing this
wonderful musical to life on the PCHS stage!
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